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Subharmonic response is a well known phenomena in, e.g., deterministic nonlinear dynamical
systems. We investigate the conditions under which such subharmonic oscillations can persist for
a long time in open systems with stochastic dynamics due to thermal fluctuations. In contrast to
stochastic autonomous systems in a stationary state, for which the number of coherent oscillations
is fundamentally bounded by the number of states in the underlying network, we demonstrate that
in periodically driven systems, subharmonic oscillations can, in principle, remain coherent forever,
even in networks with a small number of states. We also show that, inter alia, the thermodynamic
cost rises only logarithmically with the number of coherent oscillations in a model calculation and
that the possible periods of the persistent subharmonic response grow linearly with the number of
states. We argue that our results can be relevant for biochemical oscillations and for stochastic
models of time-crystals.
PACS numbers: 05.70.Ln, 02.50.Ey
I. INTRODUCTION
An important class of nonequilibrium systems are
those driven time-periodically, which includes systems
in contact with a heat bath described by stochastic dy-
namics [1–3] and closed quantum system with a time-
periodic Hamiltonian [4]. Periodically driven systems
display quite rich phenomena that have been unveiled
recently. Examples range from the realization of micro-
sized heat engines [5–7] for systems in contact with a heat
bath to many body localization [8–10] for closed quantum
systems.
A rather basic issue that has not been investigated in
detail yet concerns the onset of sub-harmonic oscillations,
i.e., oscillations of some observable with a period larger
than the period of the driving in a periodically driven
system in contact with a heat bath. Does noise neces-
sarily eliminate these oscillations in a finite system? For
how long can they survive? What is the relation between
the coherence of these noisy oscillations and energy dissi-
pation? These are particularly relevant questions within
the following two contexts.
First, temporal oscillations are an essential physical
phenomena in living systems. Examples include the cell
cycle [11], bacterial circadian rhythms [12–14] and other
biochemical oscillations [15, 16]. Genetic oscillators have
also been designed in synthetic biology [17–19]. Noise can
play an important role in these phenomena, due to the
low number of constituents in a biological system such as
a cell. In fact, the effect of noise in such oscillations has
been extensively investigated [20–24].
Most of the analysis of this fundamental issue has been
restricted to autonomous systems that are not under the
influence of periodic driving. In this case, the precision of
the oscillations can be quantified by the number of coher-
ent oscillations [25–29], which is given by the relaxation
time divided by the period of oscillation. The relation be-
tween the precision of noisy oscillations in autonomous
systems and thermodynamics has received much atten-
tion recently [27–33].
However, biophysical oscillations often take place un-
der the influence of a periodic signal. In fact, a striking
feature about biological oscillations is the range of peri-
ods involved [34]. For instance, if we consider oscillations
within a cell, calcium oscillations [35] can have a period
of the order of minutes, whereas circadian clocks have a
period of a day. Therefore, generalizing this example, a
relevant question is whether a fast periodic signal influ-
ences the precision of oscillations that happen at a slower
time-scale. In other words, can a fast signal with, say, a
period of the order of seconds or minutes lead to precise
oscillations with a period of a day?
Second, a main feature of so called time-crystals [36–
38] is a subharmonic response of an observable. These
are many-body closed quantum systems that also display
spatial long-range order as a main feature. Experimental
realizations of time-crystals have been performed in [39,
40]. Time-crystals can also be observed in dissipative
open systems in contact with a heat bath [41–45]. Hence,
the fundamental limits of the effect of thermal noise on
subharmonic oscillations can become relevant for such
time-crystals as well.
The general purpose of this paper is to provide a first
answer to the questions raised above about subharmonic
oscillations in a stochastic systems under the influence of
periodic driving. Our main result is that even in a finite
system with thermal fluctuations, sub-harmonic oscilla-
tions can survive for an arbitrarily long time, with no
fundamental limit. We prove this result by introducing a
simple model that exhibits an indefinite number of coher-
ent subharmonic oscillations in a particular limit. Such a
divergent number of coherent oscillations in periodically
driven systems is in contrast with the oscillatory behavior
in autonomous systems, for which the number of coher-
ent oscillation is fundamentally limited by the number of
2states of the underlying network [29].
We also show that the trade-off between energy dissi-
pation and the number of coherent oscillations is always
more advantageous for our periodically driven model as
compared to an autonomous system, if the number of
coherent oscillations is large. Finally, we discuss a math-
ematical condition on the so-called fundamental matrix
from Floquet theory that leads to restrictions on the pos-
sible number of coherent subharmonic oscillations that
can be achieved in a periodically driven system.
II. GENERAL SETUP
We consider a Markov process with Ω discrete states
and continuous time t. The transition rate from state i to
state j at time t is denoted by wij(t). These transition
rates are time-periodic with a period τsig, i.e., wij(t +
τsig) = wij(t). The time evolution of the probability to
be in state i at time t, which is denoted pi(t), follows the
master equation
d
dt
p(t) = L(t)p(t), (1)
where p(t) is a vector with components pi(t) and
[L(t)]ji ≡ (1− δij)wij(t)− δij
∑
k wik(t) are the elements
of the stochastic generator L(t).
The solution of this equation is given by
p(t) =
Ω∑
a=1
Cae
µat
p
a(t), (2)
where Ca are constants that depend on the initial condi-
tion, pa(t) = pa(t+τsig), and µa are the so-called Floquet
exponents [46]. The Floquet exponent with largest real
part is µ1 = 0. In the long time limit, the probability
converges to the eigenvector p1(t).
Sub-harmonic oscillations with a period τosc are quan-
tified by the Floquet exponent with the second largest
real part µ2 = −XR ±XIi, where τosc = 2pi/XI and XR
is the inverse of the relaxation time. We are interested
in the ratio
R ≡ XI/XR. (3)
The number of coherent oscillations is given by R/2pi.
This ratio then quantifies the precision of subharmonic
oscillations.
Floquet exponents can be calculated from the funda-
mental matrix [46, 47]
M≡←−exp
(∫ τsig
0
L(t)dt
)
, (4)
where the arrow indicates a time-ordered exponential.
The eigenvalues of this matrix ρa, also known as Floquet
multipliers, are related to the Floquet exponents as
µa = τ
−1
sig ln ρa. (5)
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FIG. 1. Contour lines for constant R in the complex plane of
the eigenvalue ρ2.
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FIG. 2. Illustration of the protocol for Ω = 3 and Ω = 4. The
transition rates are k1 ≡ k/c and k2 ≡ k/c
(Ω−1)/Ω.
The largest eigenvalue is ρ1 = 1. The eigenvalue with the
second largest real part is written as ρ2 = re
iθ, where r ≤
1. From Eq. (5), we then obtain XR = − ln r/τsig and
XI = θ/τsig. This last equality leads to τosc = 2pi/XI =
2piτsig/θ ≥ τsig, which shows that the period of oscillation
is always larger than the period of driving.
The contour lines for constant R, which is defined in
Eq. (3), in the complex plane of the eigenvalue ρ2 are
shown in Fig. 1. On the circle corresponding to r = 1, the
relaxation time X−1R diverges (R →∞) and subharmonic
oscillations do not decay. We now provide a model with
a finite number of states for which the eigenvalue ρ2 lies
on this circle in a certain limit.
III. LIMIT OF INDEFINITE COHERENT
SUBHARMONIC OSCILLATIONS
Our model corresponds to a particle on a ring with
Ω discrete states, as illustrated in Fig. 2. It can be
interpreted as a colloidal particle on a ring subject to
thermal noise and driven by a periodic protocol. The
transition rate from state i to state i+1 is denoted w+i (t)
and the reversed transition from state i + 1 to state i is
denoted w−i (t). For i = Ω, one of the next neighbors is
i + 1 = 1. The period of the external signal is divided
into Ω time intervals. In a generic time-interval t ∈ [(n−
31)τsig/Ω, nτsig/Ω], where n = 1, 2, . . . ,Ω, there are three
different transition rates: the reversed transition rates
are given by w−i = k/c
(Ω−1)/Ω for all states, w+i = k for
state i = (Ω + 1 − n) mod Ω + 1, and w+i = k/c for all
other states with i 6= (Ω + 1− n) mod Ω + 1.
These transition rates fulfill detailed balance for fixed
time t, i.e.,
Ω∏
i=1
[w+i (t)/w
−
i (t)] = 1. (6)
In terms of energies and energy barriers the transi-
tion rates can be written as w+i (t) = ke
Ei(t)−Bi(t) and
w−i (t) = ke
Ei+1(t)−Bi(t), whereEi(t) is the energy of state
i, Bi(t) is the energy barrier between states i and i + 1,
and we set temperature T = 1 and Boltzmann’s constant
kB = 1 throughout. For the protocol explained in the
previous paragraph, for t ∈ [(n − 1)τ/Ω, nτ/Ω], the en-
ergy difference between two neighbors is Ei − Ei+1 =
[(Ω − 1)/Ω] ln c for i = (Ω + 1 − n) mod Ω + 1 and,
Ei −Ei+1 = −(1/Ω) ln c for i 6= (Ω+ 1− n) mod Ω+ 1.
As a main result, we obtain that this finite stochas-
tic system exhibits indefinite subharmonic oscillations in
the following particular limit. First, with k ≫ τ−1sig , the
one internal transition with rate k is much faster than
the external signal. Second, c is large, which leads to
diverging energy differences between neighboring states,
in such a way that the other transition rates are slow
in comparison to the external signal, i.e., k/c ≪ τ−1sig
and k/c(Ω−1)/Ω ≪ τ−1sig . In this limit, by numerical
evaluation of the Floquet multipliers we observe that
ρ2 = e
2pii/(Ω−1), which implies indefinite subharmonic
oscillation with a period τosc = (Ω− 1)τsig. As discussed
in Appendix A, it is also possible to obtain indefinite sub-
harmonic oscillations with a period τosc = mτsig, where
m = 2, 3, . . . ,Ω − 1, by making simple changes to this
protocol. Hence, the number of possible periods grows
linearly with the number of states Ω.
The onset of such indefinite subharmonic oscillations
in this particular limit can be understood if we consider
the case Ω = 3 in Fig. 2 (a similar explanation holds for
general Ω). Let us assume that before the first period
the particle starts at state 1. During the first part of
the period the particle will jump to state 2. During the
second part of the period the particle will remain trapped
in state 2 since the transition rates to leave this state are
slow in comparison to the external signal. During the
third part of the period the particle jumps from state 2 to
state 3. Hence, at the end of the first period the particle
will be in state 3. For the next period the particle starts
at state 3 and jumps during the middle interval to state
1, where it stays trapped until the end of the period.
Therefore, subharmonic oscillations with a period τosc =
2τsig take place, with the particle at state 3 at the end of
odd periods and at state 1 at the end of even periods.
In this peculiar limit, there is a perfect coupling be-
tween the dynamics of the system and the external signal
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FIG. 3. Stroboscopic plot of the correlation function C1,1(t),
which is the the probability to be in state 1 at time t given
that the system started at state 1. Parameters are set to
Ω = 145, k = 600, τsig = 1, and c = 10
6. The result from the
numerics is τosc ≃ 146τsig and R ≃ 2347. In the discussion
given in the main text τsig = 1 is set to 10 minutes, which
implies k = 1s−1, and thus leads to a period of subharmonic
oscillations close to one day.
that is deterministic, i.e., the system gets stuck in a state
during each part of the period and transitions between
states can only happen with a change of the protocol in
the next part of the period. Clearly, this deterministic
coupling is a general sufficient condition for the onset of
subharmonic oscillations. For more complex models, we
can imagine an effectively similar piecewise protocol that
traps the system in some region of phase space in each
part of the protocol. For such complex models, an observ-
able that takes different values for these different regions
of phase space will then display indefinite subharmonic
oscillations. Hence, our model serves as a general guid-
ing principle to obtain indefinite coherent subharmonic
oscillations.
IV. RELATION BETWEEN NUMBER OF
COHERENT OSCILLATIONS AND ENERGY
DISSIPATION
We now compare this periodically driven system to an
autonomous system, modeled as a Markov process with
time-independent transition rates, showing coherent os-
cillations. Two factors that limit the number of coherent
oscillations in such autonomous system are the number
of states and energy dissipation [29]. In an autonomous
system with Ω states, R ≤ cot(pi/Ω), where R for an
autonomous system is defined as the ratio of imaginary
and real parts of the second largest eigenvalue associ-
ated with the Markov generator. In Fig. 3, we illustrate
the fact that a fast periodic signal can increase the pre-
cision of oscillations on a slower time-scale beyond the
limits that would be achievable in the absence of the sig-
nal. The period of the signal is set to τsig = 10 minutes,
from numerical evaluation we obtain that the period of
subharmonic oscillations is τosc ≃ 1 day and R ≃ 2347.
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FIG. 4. Entropy change per period of oscillation as a func-
tion of R for an autonomous system ∆Saut and a periodically
driven system ∆Smin, where ∆Smin is obtained with a nu-
merical minimization over the parameters c and k. The verti-
cal dashed lines represent the bound for autonomous systems
cot(pi/Ω).
This number is much larger than the fundamental limit
for an autonomous system with Ω = 145 states, which is
R = cot(pi/145) ≃ 46.
Let us now analyze the thermodynamic cost. In the
limit where the model achieves indefinite subharmonic
oscillations, energy differences have to be large, i.e.,
ln c≫ 1. This condition implies that the entropy produc-
tion that characterizes the thermodynamic cost diverges.
The expression for the rate of entropy production [48]
σ = τ−1sig
∫ τsig
0
dt
∑
i,j
p1i (t)wij(t) ln(wij(t)/wji(t)), (7)
where p1i (t) = p
1
i (t + τsig) is the time-periodic distribu-
tion, leads to the amount of entropy change in one period
of subharmonic oscillation as ∆S ≡ στosc.
For the comparison of the trade-off between thermo-
dynamic cost and R between our model and an au-
tonomous system, we consider the following model for an
autonomous system. A particle jumps on a ring with Ω
states. The time-independent transition rates are given
by w+i = ke
F/Ω and w−i = k, where F = ln
∏Ω
i=1[w
+
i /w
−
i ]
is the force that drives the autonomous system out of
equilibrium. This particular choice of uniform rates w+i
and w−i maximizes R for a fixed force F [29]. For this
model R = cot(pi/Ω) tanh(F/(2Ω)) and the thermody-
namic cost of one period of oscillation is ∆Saut ≡ στosc =
2piF/[Ω sin(2pi/Ω)] [29].
In Fig. 4, we compare the thermodynamic cost per
period that is required to obtain a certain number of co-
herent oscillations for both the periodically driven system
and the autonomous system. For the periodically driven
system, we have performed a numerical minimization of
∆S with the constraint that R is fixed. The free param-
eters in this minimization are k and c. As expected, the
amount of required thermodynamic cost increases with
R. In particular, for the periodically driven system the
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FIG. 5. Domain of the the possible eigenvalues ρ2 for Ω = 3
and Ω = 4. The larger blue region represents the constraint on
stochastic matrices obtained in [49, 50]. The yellow scatter
plots were generated with random matrices that fulfill the
constraint in Eq. (8). The region inside the smaller red line
represents R ≤ cot(pi/Ω).
thermodynamic cost increases logarithmic with R. For
large enough R the required cost for the periodically
driven system is smaller than the one for the autonomous
system. This property is a consequence of the fact that
the autonomous system is bounded by R ≤ cot(pi/Ω) and
this bound is reached at a limit of diverging thermody-
namic cost, whereas the periodically driven system is not
constrained by this bound.
V. GENERIC CONSTRAINTS
We finally discuss generic, model independent con-
straints on sub-harmonic oscillations. The mathematical
properties of the fundamental matrix M in Eq. (4) re-
strict the accessible region in the complex plane of the
eigenvalue ρ2. First this matrix is a stochastic matrix,
i.e., all elements are positive and the sum of the elements
in a column is 1. Dmitriev and Dynkin [49–51] have
shown that the eigenvalue ρ2 of such a stochastic matrix
is constrained to lie in the regions plotted in Fig. 5 for
Ω = 3 and Ω = 4.
Second, the fundamental matrixM is an embeddable
matrix [52, 53], which means that it must fulfill the con-
straint
0 ≤ detM≤
Ω∏
i=1
Mii. (8)
To study the effects of Eq. (8) on the eigenvalue ρ2
we have generated random matrices that fulfill this con-
straint and calculated their eigenvalues numerically for
Ω = 3 and Ω = 4. The results indicate that this con-
dition lead to a region smaller than the region for gen-
eral stochastic matrices, as shown in Fig. 5. In par-
ticular, the accessible region on the circle with r = 1,
where ρ2 = re
iθ, are the points ρ = e2pii/m, where
m = 2, 3, . . . ,Ω − 1. We have confirmed this result up
to Ω = 6. This numerics suggests that for a stochastic
system with Ω states and an indefinite number of sub-
harmonic oscillations, the period of oscillation is given
5by τosc = mτsig, where m = 2, 3, . . . ,Ω− 1. Indeed these
are the periods of subharmonic oscillations that we have
obtained in our model. For an autonomous system corre-
sponding to a continuous time Markov process with con-
stant transition rates, we have R ≤ cot(pi/Ω) [29]. This
restriction leads to the smaller regions shown in Fig. 5.
VI. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have shown that, in principle, subhar-
monic oscillations in a finite, periodically driven system
subjected to thermal noise can survive for an arbitrarily
long time. In contrast to autonomous systems, the num-
ber of states does not impose any fundamental constraint
on the maximal number of coherent oscillations. We have
analyzed the trade-off relation between the number of co-
herent oscillations and energy dissipation for our model,
showing that an increase in energy dissipation can lead
to a larger number of coherent oscillations and that a pe-
riodically driven system can achieve the same number of
coherent oscillations with a smaller energy budget com-
pared to an autonomous system.
Our work raises a few fundamental questions related to
the relation between thermodynamics and subharmonic
oscillations in periodically driven systems. Is a diverging
rate of energy dissipation that we found in our model
a necessary condition to achieve the formal limit of in-
definite subharmonic oscillations? What are the optimal
protocols that minimize energy dissipation for a given
number of coherent oscillations? What is the minimal en-
ergy budget for a given number of coherent oscillations?
Furthermore, analyzing the thermodynamics of stochas-
tic models for time-crystals, such as the one introduced
in [42], is an interesting direction for future work. The
deterministic coupling leading to indefinite oscillations
introduced here can be helpful to build such models.
Concerning biochemical oscillations, we have intro-
duced the idea that a fast periodic signal can dramat-
ically improve the coherence of oscillations with a longer
period. Understanding under which conditions this fea-
ture takes place in more realistic and complex models
for biochemical oscillations under the influence of such
a signal is an appealing future step. This idea could, in
principle, be used to build precise synthetic biochemical
oscillators in an experimental setup where the system is
under the influence of a periodic signal. Furthermore, an
experimental verification of a large number of coherent
subharmonic oscillations in a periodically driven finite
system with thermal fluctuations could be realized with
laser-induced modulated energy landscapes for a driven
colloidal particle, see e.g. [54–58], by mimicking the sim-
ple model we have used as a proof of concept.
Appendix A: Protocols for indefinite subharmonic
oscillations with different periods
For the specific protocol discussed in the main text,
which is sketched in the upper panel of Fig. 6 for Ω = 5
states, an indefinite number of subharmonic oscillations
sets in for the limit k1, k2 ≪ τ
−1
sig ≪ k. The period of
oscillations is τosc = (Ω − 1)τsig. For Ω = 5 we can
understand this result in the following way. Consider a
particle initially in state 1 in the upper panel of Fig. (6).
For this particular limit, after the first period the particle
will be in state 3. In the susequent periods the particle
will move one position in the anti-clockwise direction per
period, going to state 4 after the second period and to
state 5 after the third period. After the fourth period
the particle will be back at state 1. Hence, the model
displays subharmonic oscillations with τosc = 4τsig.
Guided by this simple dynamics, we construct proto-
cols, which have periods of subharmonic oscillations given
by τosc = mτsig with m = 2, 3, . . . ,Ω − 1. They are ob-
tained by the following modifications in relation to the
protocol in the main text. In the standard protocol the
transition associated with the strongest rate k moves one
clockwise position after each protocol step. In the mod-
ified protocol, the rate k moves one anti-clockwise po-
sition for each of the first ν steps. Then, in the next
step, this rate k moves ν + 1 positions in the clockwise
direction, going to the transition from state Ω to state
1. In the subsequent steps, the transition rate k moves
one position in the clockwise direction. For Ω = 5, these
modified protocols with ν = 1 and ν = 2 are shown in
Fig. 6. From this figure one can see that the period of
oscillation for a protocol with ν anti-clockwise steps is
τosc = (Ω− 1− ν)τsig.
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FIG. 6. Three different protocols for Ω = 5 states. (a) Protocol in the main text with τosc = 4τsig. (b) Protocol with ν = 1
anticlockwise steps, which leads to τosc = 3τsig. (c) Protocol with ν = 2 anticlockwise steps, which leads to τosc = 2τsig. On
the right, the respective correlation function C1,1(t), which is the probability to be in state 1 given that initially the particle
was in state 1, obtained from numerical simulations for k = 100, k1 = 10
−4, k2 ≈ 1.6 · 10
−3 and τsig = 1.
